Abstract. The paper starts with an appropriate version of the bounded distortion theorem. We show that for a regular, satisfying the "Open Set Condition", iterated function system of countably many conformal contractions of an open connected subset of a Euclidean space IR d with d 3, the Radon-Nikodym derivative d =dm has a real-analytic extension on an open neighbourhood of the limit set of this system, where m is the conformal measure and is the unique probability invariant measure equivalent with m. Next, we explore in this context the concept of essential a nity of iterated function systems providing its several necessary and su cient conditions. We prove the following rigidity result. If d 3 and h, a topological conjugacy between two not essentially a ne systems F and G sends the conformal measure m F to a measure equivalent with the conformal measure m G , then h has a conformal extension on an open neighbourhood of the limit set of the system F. Finally in exactly the same way as in MPU] we extend our rigidity result to the case of parabolic systems.
Introduction, Preliminaries
This paper extends the rigidity result of conformal iterated function systems in the complex plane (see MPU] ) to any dimension d 3. It states the following (comp. Theorem 4.2). If h, a topological conjugacy between two not essentially a ne systems F and G in a dimension d 3, transports the conformal measure m F to the equivalence class of the conformal measure m G , then h has a conformal extension on an open neighbourhood of the limit set of the system F. The general approach undertaken in this paper is modeled on that in MPU] . The ideas and technics involved in most of the proofs are partially or entirely di erent from and incomparable with their counterparts in MPU] . One of the causes of this fact is the higher dimensional structure of the phase space and the lack of advanced technics of the complex function theory in the plane. On the other hand the special structure of conformal maps in dimensions d 3 (see (1.1) makes the presented theory slightly more elegant and clearer. The rst result of our paper, Theorem 1.1, provides the distortion tool. Then we show that for a regular, satisfying the "Open Set Condition", iterated function system of countably many conformal contractions of an open connected subset of a Euclidean space IR d with d 3, the Radon-Nikodym derivative d =dm has a real-analytic extension on an open neighbourhood of the limit set of this system, where m is the conformal measure and is the unique probability invariant measure equivalent with m. Next, we explore in this context the concept of essential
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In MU1] we have provided the framework to study in nite conformal iterated function systems. We shall recall rst this notion and some of its basic properties. Let I be a countable index set with at least two elements and let S = f i : X ! X : i 2 Ig be a collection of injective contractions from a compact metric space X into X for which there exists 0 < s < 1 such that ( i (x); i (y)) s (x; y) for every i 2 I and for every pair of points x; y 2 X.
Thus, the system S is uniformly contractive. Any such collection S of contractions is called an iterated function system. We are particularly interested in the properties of the limit set de ned by such a system. We can de ne this set as the image of the coding space under a coding map as follows. Let I n denote the space of words of length n, I 1 the space of in nite sequences of symbols in I, I = S n 1 I n and for ! 2 I n , n 1, let ! = ! 1 ! 2 !n . If ! 2 I I 1 and n 1 does not exceed the length of !, we denote by !j n the word ! 1 ! 2 : : :! n . Since given ! 2 I 1 , the diameters of the compact sets !jn (X), n 1, converge to zero and since they form a decreasing family, the set 1 \ n=0 !jn (X) is a singleton and therefore, denoting its only element by (!), de nes the coding map :
I 1 ! X. The main object of our interest will be the limit set J = (I 1 ) = In fact throughout the whole paper we will need one more condition which (comp. MU1]) can be considered as a strengthening of (BDP).
(1e): There are two constants L 1 and > 0 such that j 0 i (y)j ? j 0 i (x)j Ljj 0 i jjjy ? xj : for every i 2 I and every pair of points x; y 2 V .
As we have already mentioned in the item (1b) The proof is complete with V replaced by U.
As was demonstrated in MU1], conformal iterated function systems naturally break into two main classes, irregular and regular. This dichotomy can be determined from either the existence of a zero of a natural pressure function or, equivalently, the existence of a conformal measure. Let us explore this latter option since conformal measures and not topological pressure will be used in the sequel. So, recall that a Borel probability measure m is said to be t-conformal provided m(J) = 1 and for every Borel set A X and every i 2 I m( i (A)) = Z A j 0 i j t dm and m( i (X) \ j (X)) = 0; for every pair i; j 2 I, i 6 = j. It has been proved in MU1] that if a t-conformal measure exists, then = , the Hausdor dimension of the limit set J S of S and this measure is unique. The system S is called regular if a conformal measure exists and from now on we assume that the system S is regular unless stated otherwise. We de ne the associated Perron-Frobenius operator acting on C(X) as follows
Notice that the norm of L is equal to jjL( 1 1) (1): As we already mentioned, our main goal in this paper is to prove the rigidity theorem saying that the conditions (1)- (5) imply that the conjugacy has a conformal extension. For nite systems arising from inverse branches of a holomorphic expanding map on a mixing repeller contained in a complex plane C I a su cient condition for this implication is that the systems are non-linear (not essentially a ne in the terminology of the present paper), (see Su], Pr]). This condition is also su cient for in nite 1-dimensional real-analytic systems (see HU]) and in nite 2-dimensional holomorphic systems (see MPU]). Here we shall prove this rigidity for in nite C 1 -conformal systems in the dimension d 3. The main result of this paper is the following. (ii): The measures m G and m F h ?1 are equivalent.
The concept of essentially a ne systems is introduced in Section 3 and the full extended version for of Theorem 1.4 is stated and proven in Section 4 as Theorem 4.2. In Section 2 we prove an important technical result which is interesting itself, namely the real analyticity of the Radon-Nikodym derivative d =dm of invariant measure with respect to conformal measure m. In Section 3 we deal with various conditions equivalent with essential a nity and, as we already mentioned, we prove in Section 4 our main result, Theorem 1.4 which is presented there in its extended version enumerated as Theorem 4.2. In Section 5 we extend the results of Section 4 to the case of parabolic iterated function systems.
We would like to conclude this introduction by emphasizing that although the undertaken to the subjects are by nature di erent, there exists however a close ideological analogy between our main result Theorem 1.4 and celebrated Mostow's rigidity theorem whose furthest going generalizations and and a fairly comlete list of relevant literature can be found in Tu].
2. The Radon-Nikodym derivative is real-analytic From now on throughout the whole paper we assume that d 3 and f i g is an Open Set Condition conformal regular iterated function system.
Our main goal in this section is to prove the following. (w j ? (a ! (n) (a ! (n) ) j j 1, then by (2.5) 2jz (n) j ? w j jjw j ? (a ! (n) ) j j 1 4d dist 2 (X; @V ) (2.6) and if jw j ? (a ! (n) ) j j 1, then by the other part of(2.5) 2jz (n) j ? w j jjw j ? (a ! (n) ) j j 2jz (n) j ? w j jjw j ? (a ! (n) ) j j 2 1 4d jw j ? (a ! (n) 
(2.7) Applying now (2.3) along with (2.3), (2.4), (2.6), and (2.7), we get for every n q
(w j ? (a ! (n) 
j ? w j jjw j ? (a ! (n) 
This contradiction nishes the proof of (2.2). DecreasingŨ if necessary, we may assume that this set is connected. Now, for every n 1 de ne the function b n :Ũ ! C I by setting b n (z) = X j!j=n ! (z)j 0 ! ( )j : Notice that the power ! (z) (strictly speaking any of its branches) is well de ned and analytic since ! (z) is de ned on the simply connected set C I d . Since each term of this series is an analytic function and since, by (ref1.pf) and (2.1) X j!j=n
we conclude that all the functions b n :Ũ ! C I are analytic and jjb n jj 1 B K for every n 1. Hence, inview of Montel's theorem, we can choose a subsequence fb n k g 1 k=1 converging on a connected neighbourhoodŨ 1 of X (with closureŨ 1 contained inŨ) to an analytic function b :Ũ 1 ! C I. Since for every n 1 and every z 2 X, b n (z) = P j!j=n j 0 ! (z)j = L n (11), it therefore follows from Theorem 1.2 that bj X = = d dm . Hence, putting U = Pr(Ũ 1 ), where Since a is an attracting xed point of , there exists a radius r > 0 so small that In particular 0 (w)E = E, where E = T wM . Without loosing generality we may assume that M is contained in the basin of immediate attraction to w. We shall show that T zM = E for every z 2M. And indeed, take an arbitrary point point z 2M. Since 0 (x) = A for all x 2 IR d and since A is conformal, we get for all n 0 that \(T zM ; E) = \(A n (T zM ); A n E) = \(( n ) 0 (z)T zM ); E) = \(T n (z)M ; E); where \ denotes the angle between linear hyperspaces. Since lim n!1 T n (z)M = T wM = E, we conclude that \(T zM ; E) = 0, or equivalently T zM = E. Since the only integral manifolds of a constant eld of linear subspaces are a ne subspaces, we conclude thatM is contained in an a ne subspace. SinceM is its open subset, this a ne subspace is -invariant. Since M = i b;1 (M), we are done.
We call the system S = f i g i2I at most q-dimensional De nition 3.3. We say that the system S is essentially a ne if S is conjugate by a conformal homeomorphism with a system consisting of conformal a ne contractions ( A + b)) only.
The main goal of this section is to prove the following. Proof. We shall prove the following implications (a))(b))(c))(d))(a), (d) ) (er) ) (ec) ) (d) and (a))(g))(f))(d). (c))(d). If all the maps i , i 2 I, are linear, there is nothing to prove. So, we may assume that there exists j 2 I such that the map j is not a ne. For every n 1 let a (n) be the inversion center of n j . We shall prove that the sequnce fa (n) g 1 n=1 does not converge to 1. Indeed, suppose on the contrary that this sequence converges to in nity. Since a (n) = ?1 j n (1) = ( ?1 j ) n (1), we therefore get 1 = lim n!1 a (n?1) = lim n!1 j (( ?1 j ) n ) = j ( lim n!1 ( ?1 j ) n ) = j ( lim n!1 a (n) ) = j (1) which means that j is a ne. This contradiction shows that there exists a subsequence fk n g 1 n=1 such that a (kn) ! a for some a 2 IR d . Fix v 2 J, the unique xed point of j : V ! V . Iterating equation (c) n times, we get for every z 2 J that u(z) ? u(v) = log j 0 j n (z)j ? log j 0 j n (v)j + u( j n (z)) ? u( j n (v)) = ?2 log jjz ? a (n) jj + 2 log jjv ? a (n) jj + u( j n (z)) ? u(v):
Since j n (z) converges to v and since the function u is continuous, passing to the limit along the subsequence fk n g 1 n=1 , we get u(z) = u(v) ? 2 log jjz ? ajj + 2 log jjv ? ajj. Then log jG 0 (z)j = u(v) + 2 log jjv ? ajj ? 2 log jjz ? ajj = u(z). Therefore, using (c) again, we get for every i 2 I that log j 0 i j = log jG 0 j ? log jG 0 i j + c i , or equivalently that j(G i G ?1 )(z)j = e c i Fix now j 2 I. Then for every n 1 and all z 2 V we get L n (11)( j (z)) L n (11)(z) j 0 j (z)j = P j!j=n jG 0 ( j (z))j jG 0 ( ! ( j (z)))j ? Q n i=1 g ! i P j!j=n jG 0 (z)j jG 0 ( ! (z))j ? Q n i=1 g ! i g j jG 0 (z)j jG 0 ( j (z))j ?
Since jj ! (x) ? x ! jj const s j!j , where x ! is the only xed point of ! : V ! V , we conclude that L n (11)( j (z)) L n (11)(z) j 0 j (z)j ! g j uniformly on V . Hence applying Theorem 1.2, we conclude that
SinceD j is real-analytic on U, we conclude thatD j = g j on U. The proof of the implication (d))(a) is complete. (ec))(d). If all the maps i , i 2 I are a ne, there is nothing to prove. So, assume that there is j 2 I such that j is not a ne. Then no iterate j n is a ne and let a (n) denote the inversion center of j n . Fix v 2 J. By (ec) the following holds for every z 2 V and every n 1,
where T n (w) = Id ? 2Q(w ? a (n) ) and in the canonical coordinates Q is given by the matrix Q(x) = x i x j jjxjj 2 :
We shall now prove that the sequnce fa (n) g 1 n=1 does not converge to 1. Indeed, suppose on the contrary that lim n!1 a (n) = 1. Since a (n) = ?1 j n (1) = ( ?1 j ) n (1), we therefore get
) = j (1) which means that j is a ne. This contradiction shows that there exists a subsequence fk n g 1 n=1 such that a Conjugating our system by a conformal di eomorphism, we may assume that M S = IR q . Fix an element j 2 I. In the course of the proof of Lemma 3.1 we have shown that besides one attracting xed point x j 2 X, the map j has a di erent xed point y j 2 IR d . Conjugate the system S by the inversion i y j ;1 (equal to identity if y j = 1) and denote the resulting system by S 1 . Put i = i y j ;1 i i y j ;1 for all i 2 I. The eld F x = i 0 y j ;1 (E x ) is de ned on a neighbourhood W of J S 1 and it is S 1 -invariant. (d))(e))(f))(g) have been proved in Theorem 1.3. The implication (g))(h) is again obvious. We are left to prove that (h)) (a) . We shall rst prove that (h))(b f0g: For every z 2 W F , the set E z is a linear subspace of IR q of dimension 1. Its codimension is 1 since (z) 6 = 1. Obviously E z depends continuously on z. Since the maps f i : IR q ! IR q are conformal, f 0 i (z)(E z ) = E f i (z) and it thereofore follows from Theorem 3.4 that the system F is essentially a ne. This contradiction nishes the proof.
Finally we want to recall that in MU2] we have introduced the class of parabolic iterated function systems. For a brief exposition of this material done in the way suitable for the needs of rigidity see MPU] . In exactly the same way as it has been done in MPU] we can show that the canonically associate hyperbolic iterated function system is not essentially a ne and we can prov the following. 
